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Abstract

Experimental work using phonotactic and syllabotactic 
approaches for automatic language identification (LID) is 
presented. Various questions have originated this research: 
what is the best choice for a multilingual phone inventory? 
Can a syllabic unit be of interest to extend the scope of the 
modeling unit? Are context-dependent (CD) acoustic models, 
widely used for speech recognition, able to improve LID 
accuracy? Can the multilingual acoustic models process 
efficiently additional languages, which are different from the 
training languages? The LID system is experimentally studied 
using different sizes of  multilingual phone sets: 73, 50 and 35 
phones. Experiments are carried out on broadcast news in 
seven languages (German, English, Arabic, Mandarin, 
Spanish, French, and Italian) with 140-hours audio data for 
training and 7 hours for testing. It is shown that smaller phone 
inventories achieve higher LID accuracy and that CD models 
outperform CI models. Further experiments have been 
conducted to test generality of both the multilingual acoustic 
model and phonotactics methods on another 11+10 languages 
corpus (11 known + 10 unknown languages). 

1. Introduction

LID research developed rapidly in past decades due to the 
introduction of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Phonotactic approaches 
based on the parallel phone recognition followed by phone n-
gram language models (PPRLM) provide very accurate results 
[1]. Other techniques have also been proposed to improve LID 
performance: Shifted Delta Cepstra  (SDC) features in a GMM 
based system [6] represent acoustic characteristics efficiently; 
using support vector machines (SVM) [9] improves the 
discriminative classification potential for LID; in the NIST 
2003 LID evaluation the best result was achieved by a 
complex system that fuses the scores of three systems  
(PPRLM-HMM, GMM and SVM): 2.8% EER on the 30s 
segments [9]. More recently phone lattices in language models 
and neural network (NN) for decision [4] have been 
successfully used to further improve LID accuracy: the fusion 
of PPRLM, lattices and NN produces a 2.7% equal error rate 
(EER) on 30s segments of the NIST2003 test data. 
Phonotactic based LID systems [1][2][3][4] generally make 
use of several language dependent phone sets in parallel to 
decode the acoustic signal with the PPRLM approach. 
Although good performances are achieved, in particular when 
several specific acoustic models among the multilingual ones 
belong to the target languages, this choice may present several 
drawbacks (modeling and decoding complexity, extension to 
additional languages for which no language-specific acoustic 
models are available). In earlier work it has been shown that 

the additional use of  a multilingual acoustic model set in a 
PPRLM system,  improves overall LID accuracy [3].  
In this contribution we are more particularly investigating the 
following questions: what is the best choice for a multilingual 
phone inventory: is it preferable to use larger or smaller  
multilingual phone sets? Can a syllabic unit be of interest for 
LID? Are context-dependent (CD) acoustic models, widely 
used for speech recognition, able to improve LID accuracy? 
How does the multilingual acoustic model behave on unseen 
languages, for which only untranscribed data are  available, is 
it possible to achieve good performance in these conditions? 
The presented work has been funded by a French CNRS 
interdisciplinary programme (STIC-SHS MIDL project).  

2. Corpora

For this study on multilingual phone inventories for LID, we 
have chosen to use broadcast news (BN) speech. BN corpora 
provide a large linguistic variety and globally more carefully 
articulated speech than multilingual telephone conversations 
generally used for LID. These data also have a higher acoustic 
quality, which is desirable for comparative acoustic phone 
modelling studies. Large amounts of speech data are relatively 
easily available for the BN condition. 
A first multilingual broadcast corpus (MIDL7L), used for 
learning the multilingual acoustic models and for a first 
evaluation, has been gathered for seven languages, namely 
standard Arabic, Mandarin Chinese, American English, 
French, German, Italian, and Latin American Spanish. This 
corpus contains twenty hours of speech per language. French 
and Arabic are French DGA resources. English, Spanish and 
Mandarin are excerpts from LDC Hub4 corpora. German and 
Italian BN data are resources acquired within various 
European FP5LE projects (OLIVE, ALERT).  
The audio data for this first corpus includes around 140 hours  
of transcribed data. Half of the data (around 70 hours) is used 
to train multilingual acoustic models, and the other 70-hour 
data is decoded for language model training. A set of one hour 
of audio data per language (for a total of seven hours) is 
isolated to test LID performance. The speech is segmented 
into 5, 10, 15 and 20 seconds for the test. 
A second multilingual broadcast news corpus (DGA11L+10L) 
has been built from DGA resources for 21 languages (141 
broadcast sources), including variants of five languages 
among the previous ones (French, Spanish, Arabic, Italian, 
English), plus six new ones (Dutch, Portuguese, Polish, 
Korean, Japanese, Hindi) and ten “unknown”  languages used 
as “garbage” data. This corpus is used for further tests of 
robustness of the multilingual acoustic model and the 
phonotactic (and syllabotactic) approach on languages for 
which only untranscribed  data is available. Audio data raises 
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up to 580 hours here, divided in 520 hours for training
phonotactic (or syllabotatic) models, and 58 hours for testing. 
The 58 hours test corpus is a collection of about 10000
manually segmented speech segments of various lengths (with 
a mean length of 20.8s). Three sets are selected to get near-
NIST2003 test conditions: 3s (2 to 4s), 10s (7 to 13s), and 30s
(25 to 35s). An additional set, 30s+, includes only long
segments (more than 30s, with a mean of 68s).

3. System Description 

The common structure of the experimental setups is as 
follows: a multilingual acoustic recognizer based on either 
multilingual phone or syllable inventories, followed by
language-specific, interpolated n-gram language models.

3.1. Multilingual phone inventories 

Choosing multilingual phone inventories is not a
straightforward process. For a given language phone sets are
based on the phoneme inventory of that language. However a 
phone which corresponds to a phoneme in a given language 
(e.g. aspirated plosive in Mandarin) may simply act as a
variant in another language (aspirated plosive in French). 
Comparing our language-dependent phonemic inventories, 
languages have more or less complex sets, typically varying
between twenty and fifty symbols. The question then arises
whether a multilingual phone set  should include more or less
language-dependent distinctions. A first multilingual phone set 
tends to keep trace of language specific symbols and
comprises 73 symbols (see an excerpt in Table 1). This set
includes 28 vowel units and 41 consonants as well as silence, 
breath, hesitation and noise symbols. To model the acoustic 
units in all languages effectively, it might be necessary to
decrease the number of phone symbols according to 
similarities of the acoustic characteristics. In a smaller
inventory (50 symbols) the number of vowels has been 
significantly reduced (6 symbols) according to formant
frequency similarities In a further step, similar consonants are 
merged by considering the places of articulation, resulting in a
35 multilingual phone set. A summary of vowels in the three 
phone sets is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: vowel symbols used in the 3 multilingual
phone inventories of size 73, 50, 35 

73 50 and 35
a ãfr ãpo ge en  a: a
e  æ fr ch :  ø e
i  I i
o � õ o
u  U u
y Y y

3.2. Multilingual syllabic inventories 

The motivation of a syllabic unit is twofold: first the syllable
allows to experiment with a larger  a linguistic unit as 
compared to the phoneme. The available temporal modeling 
window includes more information, both for acoustic and for
n-gram language modeling, for which phonotactics is replaced 

by syllabotactics. Secondly, in a more long term research
perspective, a syllabic unit is more suitable for prosody, which 
can enrich acoustic parameters.
Various theories have been proposed for syllabication.
According to the so-called Sonority Sequencing Principle, 
phonemes may be arrayed along a sonority scale according to
their vowel-likeness, roughly corresponding to their aperture 
or degree of loudness (perceived intensity). Vowels are the 
most sonorous type of phoneme, followed by glides, liquids,
nasals, fricatives and plosives. The Sonority Principle 
stipulates that phonemes located in syllable onsets must have
increasing sonorities and that syllabic edges are placed just 
before the minimum of sonority. The Maximum Onset
Principle [11] stipulates that the syllabic border between two
vowels separated by consonants is placed so as to maximise
the number of consonants in the onset of the second syllable.
The rules retained for syllabication in our LID system are a
compromise between the principle of sonority and the 
maximum onset principle. The adopted common syllabication
method [7] is applied to the seven languages of our corpus.
Frequency of occurrence is used as a selection criterion to 
eliminate rare syllables, which are difficult to model in a
statistical framework, as well as wrong syllables. To guarantee 
a global syllabic coverage of 99% on the seven languages, we 
obtain syllabic inventories of 9,788 (respectively 9,536 and 
7,712) syllables for the 73 (respectively 50 and 35) phone sets.

3.3. LID system configuration

The presented LID system based either on a phonotactic or a
syllabotactic approach has two main components: a language-
independent acoustic-phonetic or acoustic-syllabic recognizer 
followed by a scoring module based on language-specific, 
interpolated n-gram language models. The language-
independent (or more precisely multilingual) acoustic
recognizer uses continuous density HMMs to decode the
speech signal. Language specific N-gram models make use of
trigram statistics to compute the perplexity with respect to the 
decoded phone or syllable streams. As shown in Figure 1, 

Figure 1: LID system based on a phonotactic (or 
syllabotactic) approach. 

acoustic-phonetic alignment is carried out on the transcribed 
training corpus to train multilingual acoustic models. For our
LID system two types of acoustic models are estimated, i.e. CI 



and CD models. Contexts are selected according to their 
number of  occurrence (>300).
Several thousand acoustic CD models are obtained (Table 2). 
Trigram language models are trained from the automatically
decoded data. The acoustic-phonetic or acoustic-syllabic
decoding is performed without any language model constraint 
to adapt well in any (unknown) linguistic environment. 

Table 2: number of CD acoustic models, FC–full 
context, RC–right context, LC–left context

FC RC LC CI total
73 phones 2584 1104 82 73 3843
50 phones 2683 658 64 50 3455
35 phones 2790 558 32 35 3415

4. Experiments and Results 

Multilingual acoustic phone models have been estimated using 
70 hours of speech for the 3 phone inventories (73, 50, 35) and 
for each of the CI and CD conditions. It is generally admitted
that phone decoding accuracy  and LID accuracy (when using
a phonotactic approach) are linked. In a preliminary step
acoustic-phonetic decoding experiments have been carried out 
using the 6 different sets of acoustic models.

4.1. Acoustic-phonetic decoding

Phonetic recognition rates (Figure 2) show that CD acoustic 
models outperform CI acoustic models in all the cases (73, 50
and 35 phone sets by more than 20% (absolute). 
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Figure 2: average phonetic recognition rates  for 7 
languages with CD and CI acoustic model sets.

Results for the different phone sets show that 50 and 35
phone-based CD models achieve recognition rates of 69.1%
and 69.6% respectively, with an almost 10% absolute gain as
compared to the initial 73 phone set.

4.2. Phonotactic LID experiments

The test data contains an hour of audio data for each language
and tests are  carried out on 5, 10, 15 and 20s segments. 
Experimental results are shown in Figure 3. Each column 
represents the average identification rate for the 7 languages. 
LID performances improve with CD acoustic models. For
shorter segments (5s), the LID system using 50 phones and
CD models obtains the best identification rates  with 90.2% 
on average (Figures 3 and 4). For longer segments ( 10s), the 

LID system using 35 phones and CD acoustic models is the
most accurate (Figure 4). The achieved LID rates are 94.1%, 
95.6%, 96.5% on the 10, 15 and 20s segments respectively.
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Figure 3: average LID rate as a function of test length. 
Phonotactic approach based on 73/50 phone 

inventories and CI / CD models.
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Figure 4: average LID rate as a function of test length. 
Phonotactic approach based on 50/35 phone 

inventories and CI / CD models.
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Figure 5: Comparison of LID rates using phonotactic 
vs. syllabotactic approach (73 phone inventory).

As a general observation we can mention that the gap 
between CI and CD models decreases whit increasing 
test length. Average LID scores with CD models are
respectively 6.5, 2.4, 0.9 and 0.7% higher than those
achieved with CI models on 5, 10, 15, 20s segments.

4.3. Syllabotactic approach

The syllabotactic LID system differs from the phonotactic 
system in that the acoustic decoder produces syllable streams,
and the n-gram language models are syllable-based. For 
acoustic decoding, models are based on the 73 phone 



inventory corresponding to our initial multilingual phone set 
choice [3]. Experiments with smaller phone inventories are 
underway. Figure 5 shows that for short test segments the
phonotactic approach performs significantly better. However 
the syllabotactic performances increase rapidly with the test
segment length, and for longer segments (more than 15s), they
outperform the phonotactic approach by roughly 1%.

5. Multilingual capacity 

In order to measure the multilingual capacity of the acoustic 
models, additional tests were carried out on the 
DGA11L+10L corpus. Among the 11 known languages for
which phonotactic and syllabotactic models are estimated, 5
languages are unknown with respect to the multilingual
models. Preliminary tests on the DGA11L+10L test sets using 
the 73 CI multilingual models using both phonotactic and
syllabotactic approaches have been driven. Moreover, we fuse 
these two approaches using the average score of each
approach. Equal error rates are shown on the Table 3. 

Figure 6: average LID rates achieved using
phonotactic vs. syllabotactic vs. fusion  approach on 

10s segments (73 phone inventory).

Table 3: Equal error rates for the fusion system

EERs 3s 10s 30s 30s+
phonotactic 18.6% 7.3% 3.4% 2.4%
syllabotactic 22.3% 10.4% 4.4% 3.2%
fusion system 17.2% 6.8% 3.0% 2.3%

As shown in Table 3, the 73 CI phonotactic system performs
0.8% better than the 73 CI syllabotactic one on 30s+ 
segments. It is interesting to note that a simple fusion gains
0.9% on the syllabotactic approach on 30s segments.
In table 4, we focus on the correct classification of the “new”
and unknown languages versus the 6 languages previously
used for training the multilingual acoustic models. As can be 
seen, the syllabotactic mode shows its interest for rejection.

Table 4: Performance comparison of different methods 

%correct 6L
(reused)

5L
(new)

10L
(unknown)

phonotactic 94.9% 90.3% 85.2%
syllabotactic 89.0% 86.0% 88.6%
fused 93.6% 89.8% 88.6%

6. Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated phonotactic and syllabo-
tactic approaches to LID using CI and CD acoustic models, 
and different size multilingual phone sets (73, 50, 35 phones).
The presented results demonstrate first that the LID system
using multilingual CD models achieve important performance
gains over multilingual CI models, especially on shorter
segments ( 10s). Secondly, for multilingual acoustic models,
smaller phone sets with a reduced number of vowels are more
suitable: when using CI models, the 50 phone based LID 
system obtains the best identification rate on shorter test 
segments, and for test segments longer than 15s, the 35-phone 
LID system obtains the best accuracy. Overall, the 35-phone 
system using CD models performs best on test segments
longer than 10s. So a reduced vowel set (50 and 35 symbols)
improves language identification in all conditions. Finally, it 
is demonstrated that a syllabotactic approach can achieve 
better performances than phonotactic one (94.1 vs. 93.2% on 
20s segments). Preliminary work with the DGA11L+10L 
corpus shows a further slight LID gain when combining both 
phonotactic and syllabotactic approaches. However more 
experimental work is required on the syllabotactic approach, 
including tests with reduced phone sets and different syllabi-
cation options for the multilingual inventory. Performance
optimization can be further seeked for by adopting lattice-
based language modeling and NN decision modules.
Beyond LID, perspectives of the present research on 
multilingual acoustic modeling are manyfold, ranging from
more linguistic issues on comparative acoustic studies to
automatic speech transcription in a multilingual context. 
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